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Review
In the past three decades, mounting evidence has
revealed that specification of the basic cortical neuronal
classes starts at the time of their final mitotic divisions in
the embryonic proliferative zones. This early cell deter-
mination continues during the migration of the newborn
neurons across the widening cerebral wall, and it is in
the cortical plate that they attain their final positions and
establish species-specific cytoarchitectonic areas. Here,
the development and evolutionary expansion of the
neocortex is viewed in the context of the radial unit
and protomap hypotheses. A broad spectrum of findings
gave insight into the pathogenesis of cortical malfor-
mations and the biological bases for the evolution of the
modern human neocortex. We examine the history and
evidence behind the concept of early specification of
neurons and provide the latest compendium of genes
and signaling molecules involved in neuronal fate deter-
mination and specification.

Introduction
There is no disagreement that the cerebral cortex consists
of distinct cytoarchitectonic areas, each serving a func-
tion(s) ranging from sensory perception and motor control
to the symbolic thinking and language in humans. There is
consensus among scientists that the human neocortex has
evolved with a thousandfold increase in surface size and
an increase in cytoarchitectonic areas since the emergence
of a common mammalian ancestor. However, there is less
than overwhelming agreement about the mechanisms
involved in the development of the cortical map and
how it became increasingly partitioned and elaborate
during evolution.

Because cortical neurons are not generated within the
cortex itself, one fundamental question is when and how
postmitotic newborn neurons reach their appropriate areal
and laminar position after being produced in the prolif-
erative zones near to the cerebral ventricles. The other
related question that is almost biblical in proportion is
whether all cortical neurons are born equal and multi-
potent. If true, then distinct layer-, area- and species-
specific molecular makeup (i.e. the morphology and con-
nectivity of the individual neurons themselves) is elicited
by input from the peripheral sensory receptors to the cortex
(mostly via the thalamus). Alternatively, cortical neurons
are specified at the time of their birth and then they
migrate to their appropriate areal and laminar positions
where they complete their differentiation. Final neuronal
phenotypes are a result of their genetic makeup and inter-
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actions with specific afferents that they selectively attract.
In this anniversary issue, it might be pertinent to mention
that several basic aspects of the specification of cortical
neurons have been discussed by the senior author (P.R.) in
five review articles published in Trends in Neurosciences
over the past 30 years [1–5]. During these three decades we
have witnessed enormous progress in understanding the
molecular and cellular mechanisms involved in the de-
velopment and evolution of the cerebral cortex, much of
which is outside of the scope of this review. Here, we will
focus on the role of the last cell division in neuronal
specification and on downstream implications that are
relevant to the formation of cortical maps.

A little history of the big issues
Since two monumental publications delineated the
cytoarchitectonic maps of the adult human cerebrum
[6,7], scientists, philosophers and even the general public
have pondered over the formation of these maps with
respect to individual development and to evolution. The
answer to this question at a biological level is not a simple
task, in part because of one remarkable aspect of cortical
development: none of the constituent neurons are gener-
ated within the cortex itself [8–11]. Rather, most cortical
projection neurons originate in the proliferative ventricu-
lar (VZ) and subventricular (SVZ) zones that line the
cerebral vesicle, then they migrate radially to their proper
laminar and areal positions [12,13]. Likewise, inter-
neurons, which in the rodent cortex originate almost
entirely from the ganglionic eminence (GE) of the ventral
telencephalon [14–19] and in primates (including humans)
from both the GE and from an expanded SVZ [20,21], are
also foreign born. How are these complex and dynamic
cellular events that include cell commitment, allocation
and migration orchestrated to create highly stereotyped
but species-specific cortical maps?

Radial unit hypothesis

In all developing mammals, the migration of projection
neurons from the ventricular surface to the developing
cortical plate involves a remarkably uniform radial deploy-
ment, one that is crucially dependent on the shafts of radial
glial cells (RGC) that span the entire fetal cerebral wall
[12,22]. Such early RGC scaffolding is clearly evident even
in the small and smooth embryonic rodent forebrain, but it
is particularly prominent and stable in the large and
convoluted primate cerebrum [23–27]. This transient
RGC scaffolding explains how the convoluted cerebral
cortex has enlarged predominately in surface as a uniform
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Figure 1. (A) Array of proliferative units in the VZ subjacent to the prospective primary visual cortex in the E91 monkey embryo as seen in epon-embedded tissue cut 1 mm

stained with cresyl violet. Although most mitotic figures are located directly at the ventricular surface (vertical arrow), many can be found in the SVZ (horizontal double-

crossed arrow). (B) Superjacent cortical plate of the same animal showing ontogenetic columns originated from the same proliferative units as illustrated in part (A). (C)

Autoradiogram of an adult monkey exposed to [3H]-thymidine at E70, showing that the most intensely labeled cell (see arrow a) lies deeper in the cortex than the two

progressively less labeled (arrows b and c), more superficially situated neurons, indicating inside-out sequence of their origin. (D,E) Unlabeled neurons (crossed arrows)

might be interspersed among radioactive neurons (simple arrows) indicating that the ontogenetic columns originate from more than one progenitor. (Combined from

Figures 1 and 2 in Ref. [22]).
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sheet, rather than in thickness, and has led to the postula-
tion of the radial unit hypothesis of cortical development
and its expansion during evolution [4,22].

According to the radial unit hypothesis, the tangential
(areal or horizontal) coordinates of cortical neurons are
determined by the relative positions of their precursors in
the proliferative VZ, whereas their radial positions are a
reflection of the time of their origin. After the completion of
their last division cycles, postmitotic cells migrate along a
common radial pathway to the developing cortical plate
where they form ontogenetic columns (http://rakiclab.me-
d.yale.edu; Figures 1 and 2). Although the relationship
between ontogenetic and various functional columns has
not been adequately investigated, it is clear that each
functional column of the adult brain (depending on the
species and/or areas under consideration) must consist of
several ontogenetic columns that contain clonally related
projection neurons originating from the VZ (Figure 1a,b).
The polyclonal nature of ontogenetic columns was evident
in DNA-labeling studies with radioactive thymidine that
revealed the interspersion of labeled and unlabeled
neurons within individual columns [22] (Figure 1d,e).
Thus, a ‘functional column’ that responds to the same
receptive field (e.g. neurons in the barrel fields) might
consist of several ‘ontogenetic radial columns’ originating
from the adjacent proliferative units in the VZ, which over
the course of embryogenesis produce different neuronal
and glial phenotypes [22].

As summarized in Ref. [4], the radial unit hypothesis
has also provided an explanation for cellular events under-
lying the enormous expansion of cortical surface during
mammalian evolution. This concept is based on the bipha-
sic kinetics of cell proliferation in the VZ.

In the first phase, which occurs before the onset of
neurogenesis, neural stem cells are generated mostly by
symmetric divisions [28]. Because each round of cell
division duplicates the number of future radial units,
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growth in this phase is geometric. The length of the first
phase divided by the average duration of each cell cycle
determines not only the total number of cortical neurons
[28] but also the number of radial units that participate in
the overall expansion of cortical surface [4,22,29].

The second phase coincides with the onset of neurogen-
esis and is responsible for producing postmitotic neurons,
predominantly (although not exclusively) through asym-
metric cell divisions [21,30]. This linear growth during the
second phase determines the resultant cortical thickness
by regulating the number of neurons generated within
each radial column until a termination by either sym-
metric cell division or programmed cell death [4]. Further-
more, because transcription factors controlling the cell
cycle and the symmetric or asymmetric modes of cell
division seem to be conserved across species, it was
suggested that their expression could have been differen-
tially modulated during cortical evolution by changes to
the proliferation kinetics of the founder cells [1,4,31].
Hypothetically, the expansion of the progenitor pool can
be achieved either by increasing the rate of cell division or
by decreasing programmed cell death [32]. An increased
number of radial columns in the developing cortical plate
enhances the capacity for the cortex to establish new
patterns of connectivity between cerebral and subcortical
structures [33]. We have hypothesized that such new con-
nections can be functionally validated through the process
of natural selection [4]. Over three decades, the radial unit
model has received support from in vivo retroviral gene
transfer in the rodent and primate neocortex [30,31,34]
and from experimental studies using chimeric and trans-
genic animals [29,33] for tracing cell lineages.

Protomap hypothesis

One issue related to the radial unit hypothesis is how the
immature and seemingly homogeneous population of bipo-
lar cells that arrives in the cortical plate differentiates into
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Figure 2. 3D reconstruction of migrating neurons, based originally on electron micrographs of serial sections of the monkey fetal cerebral wall modified from Ref. [4]. The

more recent, animated version of this remonstration can be seen at: http://rakiclab.med.yale.edu/MigratingCorticalNeuron.html. Abbreviations: CC, cortico-cortical

connection; CP, cortical plate; IZ, intermediate zone; MA, monoamine; MN, migrating neuron; MZ, marginal zone; NB, nucleus basalis; RG, radial glia; SP, subplate; TR,

thalamic radiation; VZ, ventricular zone.
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highly specialized classes that serve their area-specific
functions in the mature cortex. Traditional thinking has,
based on histological uniformity, assumed that the
embryonic cortical plate is initially composed of equipotent
cells that only later become specified by the input from the
subcortical centers (the tabula rasa hypothesis). The con-
cept of equipotentiality, effectively advocated by Otto
Creutzfelt [35], grew to considerable popularity in the
psychological, social and even political sciences during
the 1980s because it leaves cortical elaboration in each
individual and in each species to interactions with its
environment and ecological niche. For example, the idea
that all grains of wheat, just like the brains of all humans,
are created equally – that the environment molds the
phenotype of the wheat and the individuality, tempera-
ment or talents in humans – was a core of Soviet egalitar-
ian ideology. In the case of the cerebral cortex, the
environment indeed profoundly affects its development
and refines the final pattern of synaptic organization in
each individual according to their experience [36]. How-
ever, neuronal plasticity and the environmental effect
(that cannot be carried to the next generation) was, at
the time, often taken as evidence for the primary role of
input in the specification of species-specific evolutionary
changes in cortical cytoarchitecture.

An alternative hypothesis more consistent with the
Morganian concept of genetic selection proposes that the
basic phenotype, the laminar and areal specificity of cor-
tical neurons, is determined at the time of their last cell
divisions in the proliferative VZ. This hypothesis implies
that cortical neurons and progenitors are targets of an
evolutionary trajectory to endow them not only with the
capacity for expansion but also with an intrinsic program
for the development of species-specific cortical maps.
According to this model, known as the protomap hypoth-
esis [21], neural progenitors in the VZ form a mosaic of
proliferative units that establish a primordial species-
specific cortical map. The positional information of post-
mitotic neurons is maintained during their migration to
the overlying cerebral cortex by the radial constraints
293
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inherent in the transient radial glial scaffolding
[2,22,27,34]. Thus, this hypothesis explains how the con-
voluted cortical surface can expand whereas individual
cells preserve their laminar and areal positions. Accord-
ingly, differential expansion of cortical areas and the intro-
duction of new areas during evolution might be the result
of changes in the stem cells of the VZ.

In this vein, primordial cortical areas established in the
cortical plate serve as a template to selectively attract
afferents from the appropriate thalamic nuclei
[22,37,38]. For example, the prospective primary visual
cortex (area 17 or striate cortex) of the developing cortical
plate in themacaquemonkey specifically attracts afferents
from the lateral geniculate nucleus, whereas the future
primary somatosensory cortex (areas 1, 2 and 3) attracts
inputs from the ventroposterolateral nuclei of the
thalamus. One explanation for this selectivity might be
that these attractions depend on specific sets of recognition
molecules generated by the cortical neurons in each pro-
spective area. The related ‘handshake hypothesis’ [39], an
elaboration of the protomap hypothesis, proposes that the
specified cortical neurons extend a descending process to
meet with the specific thalamic input. Indeed, the idea that
cortical neurons might have surface molecules that can
distinguish between and choose among various thalamic
inputs has been experimentally confirmed by several
recently published studies [40,41].

The first experimental evidence that the prospective
phenotype of cortical neurons is assigned at the time of
their genesis in the VZ came from the spontaneous
mutation of the reeler gene in inbred strains of mice
[42]. Analysis of this mutant phenotype showed that
neurons eventually assume their lamina-specific pheno-
types and pattern of connectivity even if misplaced in
Figure 3. Patterning centers around the neocortex are responsible for establishing mo

molecules and their corresponding expression pattern. An extensive list is available at:

box G1 (also known as brain factor 1 [BF1]); Nrg1, Nrg2 and Nrg3, neuregulin 1, 2 and 3

growth factor a.
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inappropriate layers. Heterochronous transplantations of
cortical VZ progenitors in ferrets confirmed these results
by showing that donor neurons migrate to the appropriate
layers and differentiate into the expected type of neuron
[43]. Further evidence that the early embryonic cortical
plate harbors a protomap of future functional areas came
in the experimental ablation of projections from the lateral
geniculate nucleus to the prospective V1 area in primate
embryos. The results of binocular enucleation showed that
some basic region-specific cytoarchitectonic features
develop independently of thalamic input [22,37,44,45].
However, the study also revealed that the final size of
the V1 area and its full molecular, cellular and synaptic
characteristics can be achieved only through a cascade of
reciprocal interactions between the afferents arriving from
subcortical sources and the responsive cortical target
neurons [37]. The prefix ‘proto’ was added to emphasize
the primordial, malleable character of this map [22]. Still,
the conversion of the embryonic protomap into the adult
cyto- and synapto-architectonic maps can be accomplished
only in cooperation with specific thalamic innervations
[36,37,46,47]. Thus, the protomap model does not dispute
the importance of the effect of the input on cortical differ-
entiation [36] but, rather, implies that afferents can act
only on pre-specified cortical neurons.

Evidence from molecular genetics
When examined by classical histological methods, the
developing rodent cortex appears as a homogenous sheet
of look-alike cells, without any trace of landmarks to
delineate future areal boundaries. Although a more in-
depth analysis reveals some regional differences in the
embryonic mouse forebrain [48–50], histological differ-
ences between areas are more overt in the large fetal
rphogenetic gradients that govern areal identity in the cortex. The table lists key

http://rakiclab.med.yale.edu/pages/molecules.php. Abbreviations: Foxg1, forkhead

; Otx2, orthodenticle homeobox 2; Spry1, sprouty homolog 1; TGFa, transforming
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cerebrum of humans and non-human primates [22,51,52],
thus contradicting the notion of the homogeneity of the
embryonic neocortex. These regional differences even
extend beyond the cortical plate to the complexity of the
overlaying marginal zone (prospective layer I) and to
differences in the kinetics of proliferation in the VZ and
the pattern of lamination and thickness of the SVZ [46,53–

56]. Still, greater genetic and molecular differences exist
between regions, but these can be unmasked only by the
sophisticated methods of modern molecular biology. In the
following sections we review the data from molecular
genetics and stem cell biology that pertain to the specifica-
tion of cortical maps.

Morphogenetic gradients

The first sign of cortical regionalization is the emergence of
molecular gradients in the embryonic cerebral vesicles.
The onset of diversification of neural stem cells in the
proliferative VZ coincides with the appearance of pattern-
ing centers in and around the forebrain vesicle, which exert
their influence over the entire rostro-caudal and medio-
lateral extent of the cerebral hemispheres (Figure 3). As
these gradients become refined, more distinct and discrete
regional gene expression replaces them. The list of sig-
naling and morphoregulatory candidate molecules has
grown so extensively over the last decade that it is not
practical to discuss all of them separately and/or give them
Figure 4. Graded expression patterns of several factors thought to be responsible for sha

greater list is available at: http://rakiclab.med.yale.edu/pages/molecules.php. Abbreviatio

3; ROR-b, retinoid-related orphan receptor b.
deserved attention. Thus, we provide a concise diagram of
their distribution within the embryonic forebrain
(Figure 4) to convey the magnitude and complexity of
the molecular machinery involved in cortical specification
(a more exhaustive table is available at http://rakiclab.me-
d.yale.edu/pages/molecules.php).

Patterning centers confer absolute positional infor-
mation and regulate the size of cortical areas by secreting
members of the fibroblast growth factor (FGF), Wnt, and
bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) families of signaling
molecules, among others. The anterior patterning center at
the commissural plate secretes FGF8 and FGF17, whereas
the hem, the posteromedial border, secretes Wnts and
BMPs. The lateral area of the telencephalon bordering
the lateral GE, coined the now in-vogue term ‘antihem’,
is thought to secrete Wnt antagonists secreted frizzled-
related protein 2 (SFRP-2) and express FGF7 and the
epidermal growth factor (EGF)-family members neuregu-
lin-1, neuregulin-2, neuregulin-3 and transforming growth
factor a [57].

Subsequently, expression gradients of numerous tran-
scription factors are established in the telencephalic neu-
roepithelium under the general influence of secreted
morphogenes. For example, anterior expression of FGF8
suppresses the posteriorly expressed chick ovalbumin
upstream transcription factor I (COUP-TFI; also known
as NR2F1) and empty spiracles homeobox 2 (EMX2) in
ping the ultimate neocortical landscape that is highly partitioned and specialized. A

ns: Id2, Inhibitor of DNA binding 2; Lhx2, LIM homeobox 2; Lmo3, LIM domain only
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telencephalic neuroepithelial cells [58–60], resulting in
their lower anterior but higher posterior expression. The
development of frontal and sensory subdivision is depend-
ent on the graded action of FGF8 [61,59] and FGF17 [62].
Studies by Cholfin and Rubenstein [63,64] provide an
example of how one cerebral lobe or area such as the frontal
cortex can expand differentially and independently of the
growth rate of the other areas.

It is important to remember that although transcription
factor families are often the downstream targets of
secreted signalers they are also responsible for the precise
localization of the source of such diffusible ligands at the
patterning centers. For example, the homeobox transcrip-
tion factors Hex and Hex1 have been implicated in the
initiation of FGF8 expression; however, the genes respon-
sible for the temporal induction of FGF8 are not yet known
[65]. Maintenance of FGF8 expression is coordinated by
the action of the zinc-finger protein Sp8 [66], FGF8 auto-
induction [67,68] and sonic hedgehog (Shh) signaling
mechanisms [69]. Spatial restriction of FGF8 is thought
to be mediated by transcriptional suppression of Sp8 [66]
by Emx2 and by the antagonistic action of Wnts and BMPs
from the hem region [69,70]. More broadly, interactions
between FGF, BMP and Shh signaling can be dynamically
balanced and mediated by intermediary molecules such as
low-density lipoprotein-receptor-related protein (LRP2;
also known as megalin) [69,71]. In LRP2�/� embryos, for
example, BMP signaling is increased owing to a decrease in
the clearance of BMPs. The absence of LRP2 causes an
increase of BMP in the dorsal telencephalon and a decrease
of Shh in the ventral telencephalon, resulting in extensive
defects in both the dorsal and ventral telencephalon.

Spatiotemporal and dynamic regulation is also observed
in experiments targeting other area-specific transcription
factors. The transcription factor Emx2, which is expressed
in a high posteromedial to low anterolateral gradient, has
been implicated in the spatial delineation of posterior
functional areas [72]. Manipulation of Emx2 expression
in mice by genetic knockout causes an expansion of frontal
and lateral regions (i.e. S1 and M1) at the expense of the
visual cortex [72,73]. Furthermore, viral overexpression of
Emx2 causes ectopic thalamocortical axon (TCA) projec-
tion from the lateral geniculate nucleus to areas outside
the area normally conforming to V1 [74]. COUP-TFI, a
high-posterolateral-to-low-anteromedial factor, functions
to specify both somatosensory and visual areas and to
suppress the expansion of anterior frontal and motor
domains [59]. Interestingly, the expression of COUP-TFI
seems to require FGF15, a ventral factor that emanates
from the Shh-dependent rostral patterning center [75].
Taken together, this evidence directly supports the estab-
lishment of a proper cortical protomap to instruct the
correct spatial expression of attractive cues necessary for
TCA path finding.

These patterning mechanisms are not unique to neo-
cortical development because regions ventral to the tele-
ncephalon also undergo extensive patterning by Shh and
transcription factors such as forebrain embryonic zinc-
finger (FEZF1), FEZ-like (FEZF2), iroquois homeobox 1
(Irx1) and glioma-associated oncogene homologs 1 and 2
(Gli1 and Gli2). It is in this manner that thalamic, pre-
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thalamic and hypothalamic nuclei [76–81] are produced. A
wealth of evidence indicates that similar signaling mech-
anisms could be important in delineating functional
regions elsewhere in the central nervous system [82].

From gradients to maps

The progressive sharpening of expression gradients into
more discrete boundaries is an important aspect of corti-
cogenesis [83,84]. Few, if any, molecules have been found
with such discrete margins in the VZ [85] at the onset of
corticogenesis. However, substantial evidence asserts that
well-defined domains in the cortex emerge under the direc-
tion of proliferative zone patterning centers and do so
entirely independently of input [59,61,62,85,86]. In agree-
ment with this, many area markers are discretely parti-
tioned at the time of thalamic input and earlier [83,87,88].
Such instances are exemplified by derangements of the
primary cortical patterning centers after the birth of sub-
plate neurons – they are often too late to affect the initial
TCA projections to sensory areas [89]. However, all sensory
pathways seem to exhibit plasticity (that alterations of
input result in parallel changes to the cortical representa-
tions of those inputs) yet careful examination in nearly
every case reveals some innate, and often stalwart, archi-
tectural governance. Barrels will not form properly in
rodent S1 if the thalamic or brainstem representation of
the whisker pad are disturbed [90,91] via any number of
upstream lesions. Yet, the thalamic axons the terminals of
which cluster to form barrels seem to travel to where they
are directed in the developing cortex, as shown in the
seminal work in which an exogenous FGF8 source causes
barrel cortex duplication [60].

Interaction with input

The establishment of cellular patterns and diverse
neuronal types in a variety of structures and species
usually starts with a pronounced gradient of transcription
factors and signaling molecules that become sharpened by
cell–cell interactions. An instructive example is the de-
velopment of the primary visual area (V1) in primates. In
this area, the earliest ocular dominance columns occur
before birth in monkey [92] and before eye-opening in
neonatal ferrets. Although these early (‘proto’) columns
seem to be immune to sensory imbalances [93], the final
pattern is altered (i.e. after ferret P30) [94] if input is
disrupted, and this depends on competition between the
incoming inputs [25,95,36]. Moreover, many original histo-
logical [22] and architectural aspects [96] of primate area
17, especially those of the supragranular layers, are
retained in early enucleated animals, even in the region
that aberrantly becomes innervated by the pulvinar
nucleus. Similarly, studies of auditory pathway lesions
in the ferret, in which A1 is incorrectly given visual input
from LGN, show that circuits in A1 partially organize to
resemble those in V1; some features of the A1 cortex do
remain (for a review, see Ref. [94]).

Transplantation studies [97,98] rest their case predo-
minantly on a model of in situ differentiation of cortical
neurons, as evidenced by donors acquiring properties of the
host area; the host area of these studies was left mostly
intact (i.e. able to recruit correct and organized TCA input;



Figure 5. Re-utilization of the protomap in the postnatal brain and glia. (a) Example

of molecules involved in specification of the embryonic forebrain. (b) These

molecules are similarly utilized in the postnatal forebrain for the generation of

olfactory bulb (OB) neurons and glia in the OB and other forebrain regions as

shown by several groups. (c) Summary of results from Ref. [123] showing that the

combinatorial progenitor code (in this case, combinations of Pax6, Nkx6.1 and

Nkx2.2 transcription factor expression) in the embryonic spinal cord pre-specify

the eventual areal (VA1,VA2 or VA3) and secretion (reelin, Slit or both) subtype of

astrocytes into three subclasses. (d) The location of generation of OB granule cells

correlates with the location of the progenitor cells in the postnatal subependymal

(SEZ) zone. Neonatal granule cells born in the anterior SEZ (aSEZ) typically have

dendrites that branch in the superficial external plexiform layer (EPL), whereas

posterior (SEZ)-derived granule cells branch in the deep EPL. Postnatally born

aSEZ-derived granule cells preferentially branch in the EPL. See text for discussion

of these results from Lois and colleagues [124]. Abbreviations: Ctx, cortex; Dbx1,

developing brain homeobox 1; Emx1, empty spiracles homeobox 1; GCL, granule

cell layer; GL, glomerular layer; Gsh2, genomic screen homeobox 2; LGE, lateral

ganglionic eminence; MCL, mitral cell layer; MGE, medial ganglionic eminence;
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see barrel cortex notes earlier). In the same vein, sensory
input perturbations have been shown to affect corticocor-
tical and corticocallosal axon growth and targeting [97].
Fundamentally, these and other postnatal derangements
cannot affect the cortical map per se but, rather, the local
input cytoarchitecture of the cortex (for example, in mon-
ocular enucleation [94] or whisker row lesions; for review,
see Ref. [91]). This plasticity might be a large component of
the ability of the neocortex not only to grow considerably in
size in evolution but also to accommodate changes in the
quality and quantity of sensory input, given that it reduces
the number of genetic alterations required to effect such
changes.

Notwithstanding, TCAs have been shown to release
mitogenic factors that act on cortical progenitors [99].
However, TCAs from the lateral geniculate nucleus project
selectively to the portion of the VZ subjacent to the pro-
spective area 17, indicating that this area already contains
some region-specific signaling molecules for their exclusive
attraction. It might be speculated that this TCA mitogenic
influence on the VZ and SVZ is a solution to an area-specific
evolutionary need (i.e. for more supragranular neurons in
primate area 17). In fact, other mechanisms have appar-
ently evolved in primates to fulfill the need for more
complex circuitry; for example, the enlarged layer IV of
V1 is partly due to influx of interneurons arriving from
other sources via a migratory stream in the overlaying
layer I [100].

The reports summarized earlier indicate that, although
external inputs are undeniably crucial for proper neuronal
maturation and indirectly shape functional areas, the
cortical progenitors and their descendants are endowed
with an intrinsic genetic program. A protomap (species
specific) is thus established to attract appropriate inputs
that, together with the intrinsic program, determine final
cytoarchitectonic and functional maps. The multitude of
domains and gradients derived from a few early patterning
centers provide insight into how evolutionary adaptations
could occur by simplifying the genetic changes necessary
for enlarging and/or adding cytoarchitectonic areas
[4,59,61,62,63,85,86].

Evidence from stem cell biology: the cortex and beyond
The issue of neuronal specification has received full atten-
tion only with the advent of modern stem cell biology,
which has enabled tracing lineages of cortical neurons
back to the place of their final division in the VZ (for
review, see Ref. [101]). More recently, studies have shown
that neural precursors in the proliferative compartments
might have specific identities that govern their laminar
contributions [102–106]. Despite enormous progress, the
definition and identity of stem cells remains vague, with
the preponderance of evidence indicating that the astro-
glial lineage, RGCs [107] and their derivatives, serves as
the predominant neural stem cell in vivo [108–112]. (As
discussed later, we thus use the term ‘stem cell’ with some
reservation because the definition of ‘stem cell’ or ‘neural
Nkx2.2, NK2 homeobox 1; Nkx6.1, NK6 homeobox 1; pA1, pA2 and pA3, progenitor

domain astrocyte subtypes A1, A2 and A3; Pax6, paired box 6; pSEZ, posterior

subependymal zone; RMS, rostral migratory stream; Str, striatum.
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stem cell’ holds certain caveats, especially in the context of
the protomap hypothesis.)

The most widely used definition of neural stem cell
assumes that it should be capable of self-renewal and have
the ability to generate the three major neural cell types in
the brain: neurons, astrocytes and oligodendrocytes
[113,114]. However, many researchers argue that a true
neural stem cell should be capable of generating all types of
neurons (i.e. pyramidal neurons, interneurons and Pur-
kinje cells, etc.), astrocytes (i.e. protoplasmic astrocytes,
hippocampal radial glia, Bergmann and Muller glia, etc.)
and oligodendrocytes in the central nervous system
[114,115]. There is no definitive evidence proving the
existence of such potential in vivo or in vitro [114,116].
For this reason, and to enable the grouping of multipotent
progenitors, lineage restricted progenitors and stem cells,
the term ‘neural precursor cell’ is often substituted
[114,115] and we use this terminology heretofore.

Protomap of the postnatal SVZ and astrocytes

After the existence of a protomap had been demonstrated
in the early embryonic cerebrum, it was not entirely sur-
prising to find evidence that the protomap ‘lives on’ in
neurogenic niches that continue to generate neurons after
birth. Indeed, several groups have now provided compre-
hensive lineage tracing and transplant experiments, which
convincingly demonstrate that progenitors lining the lat-
eral ventricle are heterogeneous and can be defined by
their spatial location and the phenotypic differentiation of
their progeny [117–122] (Figure 5a,b). Similar to the VZ of
the embryonic cortex, where proliferative units generate
ontogenetic columns [22], postnatal proliferative units
generate ontogenic cohorts of olfactory bulb neurons.

In addition, several lines of evidence indicate that glia
have a similar protomap or at least reuse the developmen-
tal protomap. First, spinal cord astrocytes can be differ-
entiated by their position and combinatorial expression of
the secreted proteins reelin and Sli homolog 1 (SLIT1),
much like neurons can be identified by position and neu-
rotransmitter types [123]. Furthermore, these different
astrocyte types are specified at the VZ surface by home-
odomain transcription factors much in the same way that
neurons are pre-specified in this region (Figure 5c).

As predicted by the protomap hypothesis, the areal
identity (i.e. neuronal subtypes, shape of dendritic arbors
and pattern of axon projections, etc.) of olfactory granule
cells can be predicted by the positions of their progenitors
in the SVZ (Figure 5d). This extraordinary finding was
revealed using retroviral labeling of spatially and
temporally discrete precursor populations and further
supported by heterochronic and heterotopic transplants
of enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP)-labeled
neural precursors [124]. This degree of intrinsic specificity
and predetermination in generating one specific type of
neuron seems to argue against the concept that SVZ pre-
cursors are intrinsically pluripotent in their ability to
generate different types of neurons, and thus adds a cau-
tion to the usage of the term ‘stem cells’. However, it is
important to note that this particular phenomenon became
apparent here owing to the protracted period of neurogen-
esis and the relative ease of labeling (compared with
298
embryonic brains) and/or culturing populations from this
region of the brain. The premise of the protomap hypoth-
esis that cortical cells became committed to a basic cell type
before the cessation of migration [22] indicates that any
transplanted precursors should be matched to the pheno-
type and host region as closely as possible.

Conclusions
In the past 30 years we have witnessed an enormous
amount of information on cortical specification to which
we could not possibly give due attention in this review. To
the contemporary reader, the initial resistance to the idea
of the early commitment and decisive role of genes in the
formation of cortical cytoarchitectonic maps might seem
surprising. However, the overall cumulative impact of
these studies is that the basic phenotype of cortical
neurons and their species-specific laminar and areal iden-
tity is set at the time of their last cell division. Findings
from neural stem cell biology and postnatal neurogenesis
in other regions are consistent with these ideas. It is also
clear that this basic protomap is shaped, modified and
elaborated by interaction with inputs that at postnatal
stages could be influenced by experience. This early spe-
cification can explain not only normal development and
pathogenesis of congenital disorders but also cellular
events that might underlie evolution of the most precious
organ of the human body.
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